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300-500kg/h Full Automation Hard Candy
Maker Machine
Specifications :
Payment Terms

L/C T/T Western Union

Keyword

hard candy equipment,hard candy maker machine,,hard candy press machine

Detail Introduction :
Hard Candy Maker Machine
Hard Candy Equipment was introduced and developed in recent years as people's consumption
level has increased and the demand for candy taste is developing towards mouthfeel, low sugar,
multi-color, nutrition, and health. It can produce high-quality hard candy without much human control,
which greatly reduces the production cost of enterprises.
Small Hard Candy Making Machine Price and performance.
1. It is an advanced hard candy-making machine, integrating machine, electricity, gas, and control in
one, with compact and reasonable structure, high automation, and high production efficiency.
2. Equipped with a self-developed automatic plunger system, it can realize the fully automatic
operation of the whole line. The accuracy of the automatic plunger system can reach more than 99%,
and after many improvements, the operation is more simple and convenient.
3. It can replace the mold and part of the equipment interchangeably.
4. Production of hard candy quality assurance, large output at a favorable price.
5. Various molds, processes, and recipes can produce hard candy of different shapes and flavors,
sandwich hard candy, lollipop, etc.
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Features and Uses of Hard Candy Maker Machine.
1
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Features

Features and Uses of Hard Candy Maker Machine.
It is mainly used in candy processing enterprises, candy processing factories, food processing
factories, candy and cookie processing factories, large shopping malls, candy stores, etc.
It can be used for the production of hard candy, sandwich candy, lollipop, shortening candy, etc.
Compact structure, good performance, easy operation, high production efficiency, can use different
shapes and sizes of molds to produce various shapes of candies.

Composition structure of Hard Candy Making Machine.
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The component structure of Hard Candy Making Machine.
Dynamic flavor and color mixing system
Oil spraying system
Waste discharge system
Touch screen control system
Cooling tunnel
Servo sedimentation system
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Differences between Hard Candy Making Equipment and conventional methods.
Difference between Hard Candy Making Equipment and traditional method.
Hard Candy Press Machine
Conventional Method
It requires manual monitoring and operation, and if
Combining different performances saves the
there is a mistake that leads to the omission of a
trouble of going from one machine to another
certain step, deviation in the ratio, and other problems,
and from one process to the next, saving time
it can cause a loss to the company that is hard to
and even more labor costs. It can save a lot of
ignore.

unnecessary processes, which makes the
production more efficient.
Hard Candy Machine is the result of our efforts to absorb and master the advanced process of the
world's food processing companies through continuous efforts. We are always paying attention to the
development of the market to make timely adjustments and updates, and always give you the best
Hard Candy Maker Machine.
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